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Safety awareness
Every employee determines with his or her safe conduct in how far the occupational safety
of the company is successful and effective. Only a strong awareness of existing hazards
and necessary safety measures ensures safety and a sound health protection during work.
A hazard alone does not necessarily lead to an accident. Other circumstances play a role
as well – for example, half-heartedly executed safety measures or simply disregarded
requirements. Such negligence leads to failure of the safety measures and, thus, to
possible accidents. To avoid this, every employer and shipowner should develop a
convincing safety concept

- carried by all employees,
- which clearly defines and reduces hazards, and
- which considers and implements all measures regarding occupational health and safety
of every day work processes.
Components of good safety concept

Commitment of the management
is indispensable for the successful safety awareness within a shipping company. If the management of a company
leads by example, it will convince the employees much easier of the occupational health and safety measures.

Communication
is essential in establishing safety awareness. Communication includes: talking with each other as well as explaining
to those involved why and how particular goals and measures are set.

Training and instruction
Additional instructions and training matching the operational requirements raise safety awareness. Merely
compliance with legal requirements is not enough.

Motivation
Employees who are able to express their opinion and to put in suggestions for improvement without having to fret
negative consequences or even punishment will be actively involved in the development of sound safety awareness.

Proactive safety awareness
The considerate actions of every employee determines the success of a safety awareness. Intentionally accepting
the risks ("So far nothing has ever happened…") or ignoring safe procedures in place is a sort of "poison" for a
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positive development of safety awareness. The deliberate disregard of the company's self-imposed requirements
often leads to accidents.

Continuous improvements
All employees should continuously reflect, question and, if necessary, correct their own behaviour and actions. In the
course of this, changes of the work environment should always be taken into account.

Customised safety measures
Customised solutions for operational particularities increase the acceptance, will be carried by all and are not
experienced as additional burdens. Extensive documentation is seen as extra work and unnecessary bureaucracy by
the employees.
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